Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) is a type of noninvasive transcranial electrical brain stimulation. By optimizing the current distribution of each electrode on the scalp, the stimulation can be guided to a target brain region using a tDCS dense electrode array system. However, previous studies have yielded simple results using optimization schemes in single target stimulation cases. The detailed parameter settings for each optimization scheme and the associated simulation results have not been comprehensively assessed. In this study, we investigated parameter settings of optimization schemes in detail in both single target and multi-target cases. Two optimization schemes, minimum least squares (MLS) and maximum electrical field strength (ME), were examined in this study. MLS minimizes the squared errors between the expected electrical field and the estimated electrical field, whereas ME maximizes the electrical field strength in the target region. We constructed a five layer finite-element head model with 64 electrodes placed on the scalp according to the EEG 10/10 system for simulation. We evaluated the effects of stimulation using these two schemes under three conditions, 1) single target stimulation, 2) multi-target stimulation, and 3) multi-target stimulation under specific task activation, which shown that directly using MLS and ME scheme in multi-target stimulation case may lead to a wrong result.
Introduction condition [22] : 79 ∇J = ∇σE = −∇σ(∇V ) = 0 V | electrodes = V i ,i = 1, 2, . . . N − 1 (1) Where E represents the electrical field distribution of the brain, V i represents the 80 stimulation potential of the i th electrode area, and N is the number of electrodes. Eq 1 81 indicates that, given each a potential V for each electrode, the potential anywhere in 82 the brain can be calculated by solving Laplace's equation. However, in general, the analytic solution of Eq 1 does not have a closed-form 84 solution. Thus, in technical applications, analytic solutions are often replaced by 85 numerical approximations. In this study, we used the finite elements method (FEM) [23] 86 to calculate this numerical approximation. The FEM is the most widely used method 87 for approaching this type of calculation. It firstly segments the whole brain volume into 88 finite (usually a million or more) mutually disjointed elements (that usually form a 89 tetrahedron). By solving the equivalent variational problem of Laplace's equation for 90 each element, FEM translates Eq 1 into a linear homogeneous equation system [23] :
Where V = [v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v M ] T represents the potential of the nodes that are the vertices 92 of these elements, M is the total number of nodes, and K is the coefficient matrix of the 93 linear homogeneous equation system. The K is derived from the space coordinates and 94 corresponding conductivity of each node. Eq 2 not only simplifies the problem described 95
by Eq 1, but also markedly improves the speed at which solutions can be computed, 96 making FEM a popular simulation method in many fields. Solving the potential of each 97 node using Eq 2 enables the calculation of V, the corresponding electrical field E, and 98 the current density J of each node in brain [22] . 99 Consider that N electrodes are applied onto the surface of scalp layer of a head 100 model. Assume that one of these electrodes is a cathode (reference electrode) and the 101 other N -1 electrodes are anodes (freedom electrode). Application of a unit of 102 stimulation (such as 1A or 1mA) at the i th anode when the other anodes are set to zero 103 will produce a unit electrical field distribution matrix a i (r) throughout the brain 104 volume with the space coordinates of each node, r, as a variable using FEM, which is 105 only associated with the i th anode. According to the principle of linear superposition, if 106 stimulation with an arbitrary current magnitude is applied to each anode, the electrical 107 field distribution can be described as follows [17] : a 1 (r 1 ) a 2 (r 1 ) · · · a N −1 (r 1 ) a 1 (r 2 ) a 2 (r 2 ) · · · a N −1 (r 2 ) . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Eq 3 to Eq 6 imply that by calculating the distribution coefficient matrix A using FEM, 112 the electrical field distribution E can be calculated as a straightforward linear solution. 113 Thus, given a specific electrical field distribution E, we can use an optimization scheme 114
to calculate a set of stimulation currents I that can generate an E that will maximally 115 approximate E.
116
Optimization schemes
117
In this study, we investigated the performance of tDCS in a multi-object stimulation 118 scenario using two optimization schemes: MLS and ME scheme.
119
Minimum Least Squares Scheme 120
The MLS optimization scheme is widely used in many research fields. Given a specific 121 electrical field distribution E, the MLS optimization scheme is defined as follows [17] :
Where || · || 2 represents the 2-norm of the vector, e 0 represents the expected electrical 123 field strength inside the region of interest (ROI), and n(r) represents the expected 124 normal direction vector at r. Eq 7 indicates that the goal of the MLS scheme is the 125 minimization of the squared error between the estimated electrical field E and the 126 expected electrical field E. Considering the safety constraint that the absolute current 127 value of each electrode should not exceed I max and the absolute current value flowing 128 into the cathode should equal the sum of the current value flowing out of the anodes 129 (i.e., |I cathode | = | I anodes |), the MLS optimization scheme in Eq 7 can be adjusted as 130 follows [22] to minimize the squared error under some specified safety constraints:
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In FEM, the number of nodes M is usually very big (i.e., 10 6 -10 7 or greater). Thus, 134 direct optimization using Eq 8 can be both time and source consuming. Further 135 simplification of Eq 8 is need. The least squares can be extended as:
and E T E is a constant. If we let W aa = A T A, w ea = E T A, and w ee = E T E, Eq 8 can 138 be simplified as:
As A is already calculated using FEM, E is given, and W aa , w ea , and w ee can be 140 pre-calculated, optimization using Eq 10 can be completed in seconds.
141
Maximum Electrical Field Strength inside the ROI
142
In study [18] , Guler stated that a MLS scheme should specify the strength and direction 143 of the expected electrical field E. In general, researchers tend to select the direction as 144 the normal or tangential direction [17, 18, 20] . However, the strength of the expect 145 electrical field e 0 is very important, as it will decide not only the stimulation strength of 146 E, but also the form of E as well ( Fig 6) . Thus, Guler proposed a new optimization 147 scheme, the maximum current density J inside the ROI, which only requires 148 specification of the direction of the expected electrical field E. As J = σE, where σ is 149 the conductivity of medium, the maximum current density inside the ROI is equivalent 150 to the maximum electrical field inside the ROI, i.e., ME The math formulation of the 151 ME scheme is defined as follows [18] :
Where Brain-ROI ||σ(r)E(r)|| 2 2 dr represents the total power outside the ROI that, with 153 regards to safety considerations, should not be larger than p max . · represents the dot 154 product operation. Eq 11 shows that the goal of the ME scheme is to maximize the sum 155 of the electrical field in the target ROI under the safety constraint. According to 156 September 12, 2019 6/24
Guler [18] , Eq 11 can also be simplified. The ROI (E(r) d(r))dr can be discretized as: 157
Where V m represents the volume of the mth elements. If we assume uniform 160 distribution of the nodes that construct elements in the brain, then V m can be 161 approximately treated as a constant. Thus, Eq 13 can be approximately represented as: 162
Similarly, Brain-ROI ||σ(r)E(r)|| 2 2 dr can be extended as: 
Eq 11 can be simplified as [18] :
Also, W and Q can be pre-calculated. Optimization operations using Eq 18 can be also 166 completed in seconds.
167
Eq 10 and Eq 11 give the basic formulation of MLS and ME optimization scheme in 168 single target case. However, when we directly used these two schemes in multi-target (i.e. taking all target stimulation brain regions as a whole region), the simulation results 170
were not be the one we desired (Fig 5 & 6) . To correctly guide stimulations to target 171 regions in the multi-targets case, we propose the weighted ME and weighted MLS 172 optimization scheme in next two subsections.
173
The Weighted ME Scheme 174 Using the ME scheme described in Eq 18, the W can be rewritten as,
Thus, the basic weighted ME scheme can be defined as follows:
Where α j represents the weight assigned to the j th ROI and satisfies α j > 0, 
Where 1/β j is the equalization coefficient of the j th ROI and S j should be calculated 182 according to specific requirements. Because the size of a ROI is not the only factor that 183 affects the original weight, for accurate calculation, β j can be redefined as:
From Eq 22, for accurate calculation of β, single target optimization for each ROI using 185 the ME scheme should be computed first. As this can be time consuming, β as defined 186
in Eq 21 is sufficient for general use.
187
If the goal is to stimulate all ROIs with a similar strength, a strength distribution
Where std(·) represents the standard deviation of a vector and s 0 > 0 is the maximum 190 standard deviation. The smaller the s 0 , the more similar the stimulation strength 191 among the ROIs. The main effect of Eq ?? is to constrain the differences between ROI 192 stimulation strengths to a relatively small range.
193
If primary electrodes that maintain the stimulation for each ROI need to be injected 194 with a similar current, the weighted ME scheme should be rewritten as:
In Eq 24, α equals to the equalization coefficient. Weighting α for each ROI is 196 equivalent to setting each ROI to a similar size. However, simply weighting the ROIs 197 with α is not sufficient. In this situation, if we further constrain the differences among 198 each ROI's weighted stimulation strength to a relatively small range, the current 199 injected into each primary electrode will be similar.
200
If the goal is to stimulate some ROIs with greater strength and other ROIs with less 201 September 12, 2019 9/24 strength, an additional current distribution constraint should be added:
Where the S j needs to be calculated according to specific distribution requirements, and 203
in each ROI class (e.g., high stimulation class and low stimulation class), S j should be 204 same. The subscript H and L represent the High and Low, respectively. If a class has 205 only one ROI, the strength distribution constraints for that class can be removed from 206
Eq.25. The current distribution constraint added to Eq 25 is necessary because the 207 original strength ratio is generally not equal to the ratio we desired (e.g.,
208
Ratio origin ≈ size i / size j , i ∈ ROI H , j ∈ ROI L ). Eq 25 first distributes the 209 injected current for each class according to α, which causes the strength ratio between 210 each ROI class to approximate the desired ratio. After that, each ROI's stimulation 211 strength is distributed in each class according to the corresponding strength distribution 212 constraint.
213
The Weighted MLS Scheme 214 From the MLS scheme described in Eq 10, E can be rewritten as:
Thus, the weighted MLS scheme can be defined as follows:
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Where, and white matter (WM). Briefly, brain tissues were first segmented into scalp, skull, 243 and brain areas using the brain extraction tool (BET) function. Then, the brain area 244 section was further segmented into CSF, GM, and WM using the FMRIB's automated 245 segmentation tool (FAST) function.
246
After segmentation, the five tissues masks were imported into simpleware software 247 (https://www.synopsys.com/ simpleware.html) to generate the final head model (Fig 1) . 248 We performed manual correction of the tissue masks using the ScanIP module. this study are detailed in Table 1 . To evaluate the performance of each optimization scheme, we considered two aspects: 260 intensity and focality. To assess the stimulation intensity of a given ROI, we used the 261 total electrical field strength inside the ROI, defined as the cost function WI of the ME 262 scheme. To evaluate the focality of the stimulated ROI, we used the cross correlation 263 coefficient (CC) defined in Ruffini's study [21] :
Simulation Implementation
265
In this study, we used COMSOL software (https://www. comsol.com/) to solve 266 Laplace's equation using FEM. We used MATLAB (https://www.mathworks.com/) to 267 implement the optimization scheme. We selected the Cz point in the EEG 10/10 system 268 to be the cathode (reference electrode). Because of the generally vere long time of tDCS 269 stimuli, we predicted steady-state fields without much concern for the 270 charging/discharging effect of tissue capacitance (i.e., using quasistatic solution). The 271 procedure is shown in Fig 2 . The ACC locates deeper in brain than PreCG. As shown in Fig 3, for a single target 279 case, the MLS scheme had higher focality (i.e., more concentrated energy distribution in 280 stimulation region) but lower intensity (i.e., lighter color in stimulation region) 281 compared with the ME scheme. The detailed performance characteristics are given in 282 As displayed in Fig 4, when we gradually increased the strength of the expected 288 electrical field in the MLS scheme, we found that 1) the intensity performance increased 289 and the focality performance gradually decreased, which demonstrated a trade-off 290 relationship between focality and intensity ( Fig 4A & 4B) . 2) The focality and intensity 291 values gradually approximated those in the ME scheme when power constraints existed 292 outside the ROI (P Brain-ROI ≤ 1e-6 V 2 ·m). For the ROI on the grey matter on the 293 surface of the brain (e.g., PreCG), the performance of the MLS scheme was nearly equal 294 that of the ME scheme when the strength of the expected electrical field was set at the 295 maximum value (5.5 V/m, Fig 4E) . The maximum value represents the maximum 296 strength to which the expected electrical field e 0 can be set. Values larger than this will 297 cause optimization results which do not satisfy the power constraint (i.e., 298 P Brain-ROI > p max ). For deeper ROIs in the brain (e.g., ACC), the MLS scheme had 299 better focality but lower intensity compared with the ME scheme when the strength of 300 the expected electrical field was set at the maximum value (1.7 V/m, Fig 4E) . 3) When 301 the expected electrical field strength gradually increased to the maximum allowed value, 302 Person's correlation coefficient between the currents calculated by MLS and ME 303 schemes gradually increased to one ( Fig 4C) . These findings indicate that the performance of the MLS scheme might be limited to that of the ME scheme when the 305 strength of the expected electrical field is set at the maximum value. The optimization results of ME scheme (the first column) and results of weighted ME scheme for four stimulation modes: 1) all three ROIs have similar stimulation strengths (the second column), and 2) L SFG (the third column), 3) R PreCG (the fourth column), and 4) L MOG (the fifth column) have low stimulation strengths, respectively, while the other two ROIs have high stimulation strengths. Table 3 displays the single target intensity performance of the ME scheme for these 314 three ROIs. The results showed that under the same constraints, the L SFG had the 315 largest intensity performance while the L MOG had the smallest intensity performance, 316 mainly because it had the lowest number of nodes inside the ROI (i.e., smaller ROI).
317
Similar to the 'overfitting' problem in machine learning field [27] , the optimization 318 algorithm might tend to give the L SFG a larger stimulation strength to achieve the 319 goal of maximizing the sum of the overall electrical field strength across the three ROIs. 320
Thus, in cases where different stimulation strengths are desired for different ROIs (i.e., 321 stimulating in a different given mode), a weighted ME scheme is needed. As shown from 322 the second column to the fifth column in Fig 5, when giving each ROI an appropriate 323 weighting α, the weighted ME scheme can be useful for applying many stimulation the fifth column in Fig 7) . Also, the α in Fig.6 were normalized. ROI was more concentrated than the one in weighted ME scheme, but the total 347 intensity level was lower than the weighted ME scheme (colorbar in figures). Thus, 348 similar with single target case, the weighted MLS scheme had better focality but a lower 349 intensity compared with the weighted ME scheme.
350

Multi-Target Under a Specific Task
351
We used activation T-map generated from functional MRI data during a specific space 352 working memory task (SWMT) in 36 healthy humans as a reference for generating a 353 stimulation mode according to the activation strength. The SWMT activation T-map is 354 displayed in Fig 8 and the detailed activation ROI information is given in Table 4 . We optimized two stimulation modes using weighted ME and weighted MLS scheme, 356
respectively. For the weighted ME scheme, we used a regional stimulation mode: each 357 ROI had a stimulation strength sum that was proportional to the corresponding peak T 358 value. The detailed parameters for the weighted ME scheme are shown in Fig 9 and the 359 results are shown in Fig 9 and Table 5 . The derivation of parameters used in the 360 weighted ME optimization scheme can be found in Appendix. The results shown that 361 the calculated parameters shown in Fig 9 were effective in evenly distributing the 362 electrical field stimulation between each ROI (Table 5 ), indicating the correctness of our 363 proposed method.
364 Fig 9. The optimization results of a regional stimulation mode using weighted ME optimization scheme. The second stimulation mode directly used T values in the SWMT T-map as the 365 weight of each voxel's expected stimulation strength. We kept T values larger than 4.5 366
(p < 0.05, familywise error corrected). The others were set to zero and then normalized 367 using the maximum T value in the map. This stimulation mode was not suitable for the 368 weighted ME scheme, which was regional based. Before optimization, we performed 369 equalization according to the size of each ROI (e.g., number of nodes in the head 370 model). The detailed parameters are shown in Table 6 . The result of the optimization is 371 shown in Fig 10 and Table 7 with e 0 selected as 1.5 V/m. We systematically investigated the optimization performance of two optimization 374 schemes, MLS and ME, using a 64 electrode dense array tDCS system. We first 375 investigated the optimization performance of two optimization schemes in the case of 376 single target, to verify and complement the results of previous studies. Second, we 377 investigated the optimization performance of two optimization schemes in the case of 378 multi-target, to expand these two schemes to multi-target optimization. Finally, we 379 used stimulation of a SWMT activation T-map to further validate our proposed 380 expanding methods for the two optimization schemes. We discuss the corresponding 381 results in detail below.
382
Single Target Case
383
The MLS scheme had been widely used in many brain stimulation studies [17, 20] . As 384 its definition can be decomposed into a simple form Eq 10, the processing time can be 385 very short. Dmochowski [17] pointed out the trade-off between intensity performance 386 and focality performance in the MLS scheme. From our investigations (Fig 3 & 4) , we 387
found that changing the expected electrical field strength e 0 affected this trade-off.
388
Lower e 0 can increase the focality of stimulation while higher e 0 can increase the 389 intensity. If intensity and focality performance are both important, it may be preferable 390 to search the grid for the expected electrical field strength. However, this operation is 391 known to be time consuming.
392
As an improvement to the MLS scheme, the ME scheme could achieve the maximum 393 intensity performance that MLS scheme could be or might be reached (Fig 4) under 394 power constraints, given in Eq 18. The advantage of the ME scheme is that it is only 395 necessary to determine the expected stimulation direction, while for the MLS scheme, 396 the expected stimulation strength e 0 and direction must be determined. However, this 397 advantage prevented the trade-off between intensity and focality from being controlled, 398
leading to the best intensity performance but the worst focality performance when 399 compared with the MLS scheme (Fig 4) . Thus, in the single target case, we recommend 400 the ME scheme for the best intensity performance, and for increased accuracy in 401 controlling the intensity and focality performance, we recommend the MLS scheme.
402
From the Eq 8 and Eq 11, it is the definition that makes MLS and ME scheme have 403 different performance in intensity and focality. The optimization problem of MLS 404 scheme is to minimize the mean square error between simulation electrical field and the 405 desired one. Thus, it can achieve the best focality performance. The optimization proble of ME scheme is to maximum the stimulation intensity of target ROI. Thus, it 407 can achieve the best intensity performance.
408
Multi-Target Case 409 Normal brain function requires cooperation among many brain regions. Thus, 410 simultaneously applying stimulation to two or more brain regions may be more 411 meaningful in both therapeutic and research applications. We found that directly using 412 the MLS scheme or ME scheme (e.g., taking all target regions as a whole) for 413 multi-target optimization caused the 'overfitting' problem, i.e., the optimization 414 algorithm tended to optimize those regions that were larger in size or had a greater 415 impact on the cost function, and ignore other regions (the first column in Fig 5 and the 416 Fig 6) . Thus, we used a weighted MLS scheme and weighted ME scheme to overcome 417 this problem. Our results shown that when applying appropriate weights to each ROI, 418 the weighted MLS scheme and weighted ME scheme could implement an arbitrary 419 regional based stimulation mode (the second column to the fifth column in Fig 5 and 420 Fig 7) .
421
For the weighted ME scheme, besides applying weights to each ROI, additional weights to each ROI is enough.
430
As with single target stimulation, the weighted ME scheme had the best intensity 431 performance, but the stimulation distribution inside the ROI could not be controlled.
432
Although the weighted MLS scheme could control the trade-off between intensity and 433 focality when given an appropriate expected electrical field strength, searching for this 434 value was somewhat time consuming.
435
Multi-Target Under a Specific Task
436
To further validate the optimization ability of the weighted MLS scheme and weighted 437 ME scheme in a multi-target case, we used a specific SWMT activation T-map as the 438 stimulation mode.
439
For the weighted ME scheme, considering its regional based nature, we used a 440 stimulation mode in which each ROI had a sum of stimulation strength proportional to 441 its peak T value. Our results showed that when applying appropriate weights and 442 additional strength distribution constraints or current distribution constraints, the 443 weighted ME scheme could accurately distribute the expected stimulation strength to 444 each ROI ( the sum of the electrical field strength was very small compared to the values in Table 451 3. Because ROI 2 was much smaller than L SFG in Table 3 (439 vs. 4458 voxels, about 452 1:10), the maximum sum of the electrical field strength was also very small, resulting in 453 a reduction of the total brain stimulation level. Thus, when using the weighted ME 454 scheme, a stimulation mode that incorporates stimulation energy distribution might be 455 more suitable for situations in which all ROIs have similar sizes.
456
For the weighted MLS scheme, we used the SWMT activation T-map to directly 457 apply weights to each voxel [21] . Our results showed that directly applying weights 458 might also cause 'overfitting' if some of these weights are too large due to the 459 substantial imbalance in ROI size. This problem could be dealt with to some extent by 460 appropriately increasing the weights of the ROIs with small weights (Fig 10 and 461 Table 7 ). However, from Table 6 we see that even though the overfitting problem 462 decreased, the actual focality performance of the weighted MLS scheme was still worse. 463
Thus, the weighted MLS scheme proposed in this study might be not suitable for this 464 stimulation mode. Future research will focus on improving methods and searching for 465 new optimization schemes for use with this stimulation mode. Although there needs to 466 be improved, our proposed methods can still precisely distribute the energy into each 467 target brain region according to any given ratio (Table 5 ). Thus, our methods can 468 become a guideline for those studies or clinical treatments which need to stimulate two 469 or more brain regions simultaneously using tDCS.
470
Limitations 471
Firstly, in this study, an interior-point method was used to solve optimization problem. 472
This method is a local search method under which the optimization result relies on the 473 selection of initial point. In this study, we repeated solving the same optimization 474 problem with a random initial point 100 times and chose the best result as the final 475 solution, which can be very time consuming. Additionally, we used annealing and 476 genetic algorithms to solve the optimization problem. However, we found that the 477 optimization results of these two algorithms are similar with interior-points method, and 478 more time will be cost by these two algorithms thanrunning the interior-points method 479 100 times. Thus, Future work will focus on the improvement of these two optimization 480 schemes and finding more effective algorithms to solve optimization problems.
481
Secondly, as shown in Fig 3, stimulation depth is a problem for tDCS electrode 482 displacement using the EEG 10/10 system. Grossman [?] proposed a novel beat 483 frequency stimulation mode which had better focality and stimulation depth compared 484 with dense electrode array tDCS. In future work, we plan to simulate this stimulation 485 method using a realistic head model.
We show the derivation of α in Fig 9. According to the specific stimulation parameters, 510
Eq 25 can be written as: 
